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As a liquid moves in the nanopores of a silica gel, because of the hysteresis of
sorption behavior, significant energy dissipation can take place. Through a calometric
measurement, the characteristics of associated heat generation are investigated. The
temperature variation increases with the mass of silica gel, which consists of a
reversible part and an irreversible part. The residual temperature change is about 30%
to 60% of the maximum temperature increase and can be accumulated as multiple
loading cycles are applied.

I. INTRODUCTION

The recent development of nanoporous materials has
provided a novel energy-absorption mechanism for high-
performance protection and damping systems.1–4 When
nanoporous particles are immersed in a liquid phase, if
the nanopore surfaces are wettable, the liquid would en-
ter the nanopores spontaneously, so that the system free
energy decreases.5 The free-energy change can be esti-
mated as �U � ���A, where �� is the solid–liquid
interfacial tension and A is the nanopore surface area.
This phenomenon has been widely applied for separation
and purification, chemical sensing, catalysis, etc.6,7 If the
nanopore surfaces are nonwettable, an external pressure
needs to be applied to trigger liquid infiltration, which
would result in an increase in system free energy. The
free-energy change is much larger than that of many
conventional energy-absorption materials, since the total
nanopore surface area, A, can be ultrahigh.8–11

For a nanoporous material of nonwettable surface, if
the confined liquid defiltrates immediately after the ex-
ternal pressure is reduced, i.e., if the sorption curve is
nonhysteretic, the mechanical work that is converted to
solid–liquid interfacial tension can be fully released.
Thus, the net dissipated energy in a loading–unloading
cycle is close to zero. Such a system cannot be used in a
protective device, while it may be useful for active con-
trol.12–14 For a number of nanoporous materials, it has
been observed that the confined liquid tends to be
“locked” inside the nanopores. As the external loading is
lowered, defiltration cannot take place instantaneously,

unless the external pressure is much lower than the in-
filtration pressure. That is, the sorption curve is highly
hysteretic. Consequently, there is a net energy “loss” in
each infiltration–defiltration loop.

One question that still remains unanswered is: what is
the mechanism of energy dissipation associated with the
nanofluidic motion. Usually, as mechanical work is dis-
sipated, the system entropy would increase, causing a
heat generation. However, previous experimental obser-
vations15,16 and computer simulations17 suggested that in
a nanopore or a nanotube, the effective viscosity of con-
fined liquid can be much smaller than the bulk value. As
mechanical work is converted to interfacial tension, the
interactions among solid and liquid atoms and molecules
are dominated by van der Waals and Coulomb force
fields, both of which are nondissipative. To understand
the energy exchange at the nanometer scale, the charac-
teristics of temperature variation must be adequately un-
derstood.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

To monitor the temperature change during pressure-
induced infiltration, a high-pressure calometric measure-
ment system was developed, as depicted in Fig. 1(a). The
testing cylinder consisted of a stainless steel outer shell
and a Teflon inner shell. A steel piston, which was sealed
by a reinforced gasket and insulated by a Teflon layer,
could be compressed into the cylinder by an external
pressure, P. The cylinder contained nanoporous silica gel
particles suspended in 4 g of saturated aqueous solution
of sodium chloride. The mass of nanoporous silica gel
was in the range of 0.1 to 1.0 g. It was obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO), with the average
nanopore size of 8 nm and the specific nanopore volume
of 0.5 cm3/g. The as-received material had a particle size
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of about 50 �m. It was first degassed in vacuum at
100 °C for 12 h and then refluxed in 2.5% dry toluene
solution of chlorotrimethylsilane (CTMS) at 90 °C for
48 h. Since CTMS molecules were much smaller than the
nanopore size, they could react with the hydroxyl sites at
nanopore surfaces, forming a monolayer of silane
groups.18,19 Finally, the material was washed by toluene
and dried in a vacuum furnace at 100 °C for 12 h. A part
of the silica gel suspension was sealed in a polyisoprene
(PI) cell, which was immersed in the rest of the suspen-
sion in the testing cylinder. The PI cell as well as the
liquid phase outside it acted as additional insulation me-
dia. Inside the PI cell, the temperature was recorded by a
type E thermocouple. The heat capacities of the silica gel
suspensions were 4.0, 3.9, 3.8, 3.7, and 3.5 J/g�K, as the
silica gel masses were 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 g,
respectively.

In a type 5580 Instron (Norwood, MA) machine, the
piston was driven downward at a constant rate. The load-
ing rate ranged from 0.5 to 30 mm/min. The cross-
sectional area of the piston, A0, was 286 mm2. The quasi-
static pressure in the liquid phase, P, was calculated as
the piston force divided by A0. The volume change of the
silica gel suspension was calculated as the piston dis-
placement multiplied by A0. Unloading was performed at
the same rate after P exceeded 50 MPa. Figure 2 shows
typical pressure–time and temperature–time curves. For
each set of loading rate and silica gel mass, three to four
samples were tested, and the results of temperature varia-
tions are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. For each sample that
contained 0.75 g of silica gel, at the loading rate of
2 mm/min, the infiltration–defiltration loops were re-
peated 10 times.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Since the silane group coated nanopore surface is non-
wettable, the nanopores would remain empty as the

nanoporous silica gel is immersed in water. With the
addition of sodium chloride, the effective degree of hy-
drophobicity is further increased,20 and the difficulty in
defiltration is much reduced.21 As depicted in Fig. 1(b),
if the external pressure applied by the piston is relatively
low, the silica gel suspension is rigid, with the compress-
ibility dominated by the free liquid phase. When P

FIG. 1. Schematic diagrams of (a) the experimental setup and (b) the
sorption curve.

FIG. 2. The temperature and the pressure profiles of a system con-
taining 750 mg of silica gel. The loading rate is 8 mm/min.

FIG. 3. The temperature variation as a function of the mass of silica
gel. The loading rate is 2 mm/min.

FIG. 4. The temperature variation as a function of the loading rate.
The mass of silica gel is 750 mg.
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reaches the critical value to overcome the capillary ef-
fect, infiltration is induced and an infiltration plateau is
formed in sorption curve (“AB”). After the nanopores are
filled, the slope of section “BC” is similar to that of
“OA.” During unloading, defiltration happens at a pres-
sure level much lower than that at “A,” leading to a linear
return section, “CD.” From “D” to “O,” as the confined
liquid comes out, there is a defiltration plateau. After the
first loading–unloading cycle, the sorption curves are
nearly identical in all the following cycles. More detailed
discussion on sorption–desorption behaviors of the
nanoporous silica gel have been given elsewhere.22 Be-
cause of the large deformability of the insulation layers
and PI cells, in the current study the onset and ending
sections of infiltration and defiltration plateaus are rela-
tively unclear, compared with previous results of steel
testing cells.22 Nevertheless, effective transition points
can be defined at the locations where the slopes of sorp-
tion curve equal the average values of the slopes in Sec-
tions “OA” and “AB.”

In such a hysteretic sorption–desorption process, the
absorbed mechanical work equals the area enclosed by
the loading–unloading cycle, which is nearly 11 J per
gram of silica gel.22 If it is dissipated as heat, for the
system containing 0.75 g of silica gel, it would result in
a temperature increase �T0 � 0.48 °C. Figure 2 shows
that, during infiltration, in section “AB,” the temperature
indeed largely increases. However, the temperature
change, �Tin, is nearly 1 °C, almost two times higher
than the predicted value. Before the infiltration starts, in
Section “OA,” the temperature variation is negligible,
confirming that the elastic compression of free liquid
phase and empty nanoporus silica gel particles is isother-
mal. After the infiltration is complete, but before the
defiltration begins, from “B” to “D,” the temperature
variation is also small; that is, loading and unloading on
filled nanoporous silica gel suspension would not cause
heat generation or loss. As the confined liquid comes out
of the nanopores, during the defiltration plateau (“DE”),
temperature decreases, after which, at rest, the system
temperature does not vary. The temperature decrease in
“DE,” �Tde, is smaller than the temperature increase in
“AB.” Consequently, after the loading–unloading cycle,
there is a net residual temperature variation of 0.45 °C,
close to the value of �T0 estimated from the dissipated
mechanical work.

Clearly, there are two parts of the temperature increase
in infiltration: one is reversible, and the other is irrevers-
ible. The reversible part is recovered during defiltration,
and the irreversible part leads to the residual temperature
variation; that is, �Tin ≈ �Tde + �T0. Both �Tin and �T0

are linear to the mass of silica gel, m. As shown in Fig.
3, when m is only 0.1 g, �T0 is about 0.1 °C and �Tin is
around 0.2 °C. When m � 0.5 g, they are 0.3 and 0.9 °C,
respectively. When m � 1 g, they become 0.6 and

1.5 °C, respectively. According to the energy dissipation
calculated from the sorption curves, the residual tempera-
ture changes should respectively be 0.07, 0.17, 0.33,
0.48, and 0.64 °C, for systems of silica masses of 0.1,
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 g, which are close to the meas-
ured �T0. The slight nonlinearity may be caused by the
change in specific heat. In all the systems, the residual
temperature changes are 30% to 60% of the maximum
temperature increases, suggesting that the magnitudes of
the two parts are comparable. The correlation between
temperature variation and silica mass indicates that the
exothermic and endothermic processes are related to liq-
uid infiltration and defiltration in nanopores.

Note that, although the temperature change in a single
loading cycle is relatively small, for damping systems
that work under cyclic loadings the heat generation must
be taken into consideration. Because the confined liquid
can defiltrate after the external pressure is reduced, after
a full cycle of loading and unloading, the system would
return to its initial configuration. If similar cycles are
applied, it can work continuously. During each loading
cycle, the characteristics of temperature change are iden-
tical. As a result, the temperature keeps increasing by
�T0 in each loop. After only a few cycles, the overall
temperature changes by 3 to 4 °C. That is, the
nanoporous silica gel suspension acts as a heat source,
converting mechanical work to thermal energy.

Figure 4 shows that both �Tin and �T0 are insensitive
to the loading rate. As the loading rate increases from 0.5
to 30 mm/min, the variations of maximum and residual
temperature variations are less than 10%. In the range of
2 to 30 mm/min, few statistically meaningful changes
can be observed, which suggests that the liquid motion in
nanopores is relatively nonviscous, as observed in com-
puter simulations and experiments on nanotubes and
nanopores.23–26 The weak loading rate dependence of
temperature change may not be intrinsic. As the loading
rate is smaller, it takes longer to complete an infiltration–
defiltration loop, and thus the loss of generated heat in-
creases. Moreover, at a higher loading rate, the compres-
sion of silica gel suspension can be less regular, causing
shear flow among different sections of the liquid phase.
Because of the friction of silica gel particles, a certain
amount of energy can be dissipated, somewhat similar
with the loading rate effect in a shear thickening liq-
uid.27,28

The reversible part of temperature variation may be
related to the resistance to the motion of liquid mol-
ecules. As a liquid molecule moves along a large solid
surface, its distance to the solid atoms tends to vary.29 At
a tetrahedral site, the liquid–solid distance is smaller,
since the resultant forces from the solid phase reaches the
minimum value. In between tetrahedral sites, the liquid
molecule moves toward the interior, so that the energy
barrier is reduced. In a nanopore, however, the motion of
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liquid molecules normal to the solid surface is consider-
ably constrained.30 Thus, the effect of the energy barrier
becomes more pronounced. To overcome the energy bar-
rier, the system free energy must increase by the external
pressure. As the energy barrier is bypassed, the excess
kinetic energy of the liquid molecule may be absorbed by
the adjacent solid atoms to keep the effective infiltration
rate constant. During this process, heat is generated and
the system temperature increases. During defiltration, the
confined liquid molecules bypass the energy barrier with
the aid of thermal vibration, and thus they absorb heat
from the environment, causing a temperature decrease.
Since the energy barrier is independent of the direction of
liquid molecule motion, the associated temperature in-
crease and decrease should be the same.

The irreversible part of temperature variation may be
associated with the nonlinear relationship between the
mobility of confined liquid molecules and the applied
pressure, which makes the infiltration and defiltration
process hysteretic. It may also be attributed to the im-
perfect nanopore structure. For instance, if the nanopore
diameter varies in a certain range, across a “bottleneck”
site the liquid motion can be different with or without an
external pressure, resulting in additional hysteresis. Fur-
thermore, the silane groups that cover the nanopore sur-
face may not be uniform. Their density may be higher
close to the open end of a nanopore and lower in the
interior. Thus, since infiltration starts from the outside
and defiltration starts from inside, the loading and un-
loading paths tend to be different. The role of entrapped
gas molecules in nanopores can also be fundamentally
different from that in larger pores,31,32 which may either
block or promote infiltration and defiltration, depending
on the nanoporous structure, the host and guest species,
as well as the working pressure.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is clear that the previous discussion is qualitative. A
number of details, such as the force fields governing
liquid motion, the liquid structures across a tetrahedral
site, the heat transfer in nanopore walls, etc., are still
under investigation. The experimental data reported in
this article provide a basis for further theoretical and
simulation analyses. It is shown that temperature varies
as liquid moves in nanopores. The temperature variation
has a reversible part and an irreversible part. Both parts
are nearly proportional to the mass of silica gel. The
irreversible part can be accumulated as the loading–
unloading cycles continue, while the reversible part can-
not.
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